
NEWSLETTER

It’s the pleasure of Care For You foundation to present the newsletter - from May 2022 to August 2022.

In this edition, you’ll get to read perspectives on the activities, online-offline events, and donation

drives conducted 

We hope you enjoy reading about our endeavors and glance at our 3 months journey of spreading

smiles and touching lives.

Best regards
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M E S S A G E  F R O M  F O U N D E R

CA PAYAL SARDA RATHI

Dear Supporters,
Care For You was founded with the very
motto of "Spreading Smiles, Miles and
Miles," and has left no stone unturned in
ensuring the same.
Care For You, today stands proud and tall,
having come this far on this arduous, yet
the satisfactory journey of lending a hand
to the needy in our society. We have built
for ourselves, an enviable reputation. In the
past three months, we were able to make
our mark in the Metaverse sphere! We have
had various, continuous online classes and
lectures every day.
Education is not only about academics, but
a way of life in building character and
shaping the personality of every child to
grow up as valuable citizens. We aim to
continue these classes and prepare
children to be lifelong achievers, keen
learners, progressive thinkers, efficient
communicators, and responsible citizens.
Empowering the entire youth is one of the
biggest necessities in this country.

I am thankful for my team of dedicated
workers for doing their best in every
form and we hope we can transform the
community swiftly!
Challenges and problems are the fuel of
success, and breaking barriers and
getting over hurdles would not have
been possible without my team's effort
and ground-level execution.

I am also grateful for the support that we
have received which has made our work
possible. We always welcome the
support offered in any way. No help is big
or small. However meagre your
contribution may be, it will add to the
whole to bring light and happiness to
ones who are in the clutches of privation.
This is just the beginning. With your aid,
Care For You will be able to truly spread
smiles for miles!

Spreading smiles, miles and 
miles.



CLASSICAL MUSIC EVENT

DINDI CELEBRATION Care For You Maitri group organised
and executed a grand celebration of
the Dindi Festival with children of
Ahmednagar. Observation Home for
girls. Dindi is a popular Hindu
traditional celebration in Maharashtra
wherein a group of devotees head to
a holy pilgrim site as a part of a larger
Palkhi (procession). 
This celebration included Dancing,
Playing fugdi and singing devotional
songs.

3 Superstars from our flagship "Hunt
for the Secret Superstar" program
Ankesh, Rahul and Chaitali were
encouraged and funded by Care For
You Foundation to prepare and appear
for Singing examinations and get their
certifications in the field of Music.
They cleared the examinations with
Distinction and First class! Such
efforts and results make us very proud
and excited!

www.careforu.co.in



ENGLISH MODULE

Having good English communication skills is a necessity across many industries and job
roles. The ability to express yourself clearly and confidently can help massively on a
personal and professional front, thus opening an arena of career opportunities! 

Thousands of Orphans lack access to education and this key language of English. To help
such children, Care For You team has designed various levels of English Modules.
Children's command on English will be developed through a variety of classes, sessions
and examinations. 
We proudly say that hundreds of children are already benefitting from this program and
we are growing. 
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SUR NAVA, DHYAS NAVA: PUNE AUDITIONS

On the exciting day of 29th May, our 6
finalists from 'Hunt for the Secret Superstar,'
were taken for the Pune Auditions of Sur
Nava Dhyas Nava hosted by Colours TV,
Marathi:

Rahul Dolare,
Sakshi Narawade,
Chaitali Sakriker,
Sandhya Suryavanshi,
Jeevan Dube,
Ankesh Mavaskar.

We are utterly grateful to Mr Avadhoot
Gupte, for helping our children to reach
such heights and for being their utmost
inspiration. We are indebted to him for
providing us this opportunity to compete at
higher levels.

The auditions went beautifully with all the
children excited to sing in front of all the
talented judges. We are eagerly excited to
attain the results.

We hope to attain all your support to further
refine their passion of singing! 
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ZUMBA AND PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT JJB

We work for children under 18 who have been convicted for some offence under this
board. Our aim of working with the juvenile justice board is to channel the energies of
these young and misguided minds towards constructive activities. Thus, we provide
them with tuition classes for grades 9th and 10th.
We also hope to improve their skillset by conducting thrilling classes like Yoga, Zumba,
Salon Training, Typing, Computer workshops, and many more. All this to ensure a better
future for these children.
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UNIQEDUSTORY HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
ORIENTATION

WWW.CAREFORU.CO.IN

 UniqEduStory aims at
overall growth and
awareness (intellectual &
emotional) for young
students. 

 It will also enable the
kids to decide or
understand their areas
of interest.
We will inspire and
motivate the kids in
developing

Self Confidence 
Goal Setting
 Emotion Management
 Communication Skill
 Self-Awareness
 Focus
 Time-Management



TUITION 7TH 8TH AND 9TH

BOOK READING SESSION

As we all know Education is the fundamental right in our country, yet many children are
deprived of quality education that could benefit them in the future. With this motive,
Care For You has arranged Maths and Science classes for students of 7th, 8th and 9th.
We believe this will prepare the underprivileged youth to face the challenges that the
future holds. We are in need for technology and funds to pay teachers fees to continue
the classes.

One more of our educational projects is Book Reading. Every Saturday, we at Care for You
organize an online book reading session, focusing on the lesser fortunate children of ages 7-12,
from all over Maharashtra. Every week, we watch the number of attendees increasing in
number. As our book reading family expands, we aim at making the students more fluent in
the English language and grasp the morals that such stories demonstrate.Stories are
demonstrated through either PowerPoint presentations or engrossing videos.
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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE COMPETITON

A General Knowledge competition was held online among 80 children from several
orphanages. After 200 Questions, 10 Days, and 4 Rounds of cutthroat contending, a
tie breaker had to be organized between two of the smartest organizations of all. The
top 10 Orphanages were selected to prepare for the next round. The top 3
orphanages were awarded mobile phones and Certificates of Excellence. Also, we
have sent GK books to the top 10 orphanages that got selected. Online sessions will
also be conducted to cover important topics from these books.
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BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

On the 16th of July 2022, CA Rakesh Baganagare in association with Care For You, 
 celebrated his child Arthansh's first birthday with Matruchaya Orphanage at Dighi,
Pune. 
CA Rakesh arranged for Sweets distribution alongside a traditional cake cutting
ceremony 
His son enjoyed playing various games with the children of Matruchaya. They also
donated Books, Bulbs and Watches to the Orphanage. 
Care For You highly appreciates such generous gestures of sharing the
privileges. Such people truly enhance our spirit of Spreading smiles, miles and
miles.
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JANMASHTAMI DAHI HANDI EVENT

VOLUNTEER FELICITATION

Care for You along with Maitree group, arranged Dahi Handi celebrations on the occasion of
Janmashtami. Dressed up in dazzling festive clothes, girls from Maitree group made a
human pyramid and broke handi. Boys gave a spectacular Lejim performance. Everyone
present there thoroughly enjoyed splashes of water and dancing on Janmashtami songs.
Dandi handi special Kala Prasad was distributed amongst all. Care For You also arranged
some fun games for the boys and girls where many of them won special prizes!

Thanks Volunteers

Swara and Shlok both were facilitated
by Care For You for volunteering their
time and efforts in service to
underprivileged society.
Your willingness to contribute your
talent is greatly appreciated.
There are many more felicitations on
the way, you can be one of them too.
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OUR FAMOUS BLOG

MEHER

We bid a happy farewell to everyone
and drove off. As the sun disappeared
behind the hills, I realized they had
taught me a life lesson of contentment
and the true meaning of love. I realized
the significance of the age-old tradition
of a brother protecting his sister had a
deeper meaning and went beyond this
one single relationship. It was a sacred
bond that could be celebrated and
shared by anyone. 
You could be a rakshak of your friend,
your brother, your sister, your pet; you
could even be your rakshak. I slowly
rested my head on the window glass,
reminiscing the beautiful day I had. I
closed my eyes and dreamed of the
same. Snehalaya made an indelible
impression on my mind. We watched as
the fog slowly covered what is known
as The Home of Love.

The children there were celebrating
Independence Day and Rakshabandhan. Their
enthusiasm and zest were transferred to
everyone their little hands touched, it was
difficult to think about anything else amidst
them. Like George Shaw says, “A happy family
is but an earlier heaven.” They too were one
happy family- an array of children of all kinds
of religion, creed, colour, sex, and from various
walks of life. 

We watched as they played with each other
forgetting their pasts and not worrying about
their future, just lost in the pleasant present
the Snehalaya team had created for them.
They truly had created a Home of Love for
them, a ‘Sneh-Alaya.’
Later in the day, we watched them tie rakhis to
each other, symbolizing the commitment,
warmth, and love between this unusual yet
one big family.

 I’m sure at such a young age, they didn’t know
the true meaning behind tying a rakhi, but the
affection they had was mutual and
transparent; it could be seen in their simple
and innocent smiles. Watching them, at that
moment, I was content; nothing could go
wrong.
Soon, it was time to go back home. 
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OUR FAMOUS BLOG

There are different subjects in all types
of schools with different curricula every
book has various topics which we
discuss and study but are they
considered as topics which help in the
sustainable development of life? we
need to give a practical approach and
all educators, students, management
and parent or guardian must be aware
of it. 

Sustainable education requires
participatory teaching and learning
method that motivate and empower
learners to change their behaviour and
take action for sustainable
development. It consequently promotes
competencies like critical
thinking,imagining future scenarios like
cause and effect trial and error
methods about what will happen in
future. And making decisions in
collaborative way to enhance decision
making and teamwork qualities went in
different fields sustainable education is
desirable at levels of formal education
and training as well as non formal and
informal training.

Everything changes in life like this year is
also changed to a new year. Life itself is
filled with vivid changes and this change is
permanent. life is that it is changeable from
the moment child is born there are changes
in physical, moral mental and there are
changes in situations and the situations can
be changed or stabilized if knowledge can
be acquired through various sources.

Education is the prime source of knowledge
but we need to think that whether really
education caters to our needs? are we
contented with the patterns of education?
do we have sustainable education to make
our living worth on the planet our future
depends on the present sustainability as
per UNESCO “ Education for sustainable
development allows everyone being to
acquire skills attitudes and values necessary
to shape a sustainable future”?

 Sustainable education is an approach to
education as an attempt to, "shift
consciousness towards an ethics of life-
giving relationship that respects the
interconnectedness of man to the natural
world".

Let us achieve sustainability 
in Education and life

 

W I S H I N G  Y O U  A
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OUR FAMOUS BLOG

Experiential learning with the help of
nature action research or learning to act
(in different kinds of situations).
Developing case studies with local
community groups and businesses
(exposed to different fields so that they
can recognise their future career on their
own and nothing seems to burden them in
future).

Thinking creatively for the future scenario
by using role-play as it is rightly said, "One
can understand a situation only if one goes
through it ." it should include real-world
enquiry, problem-based learning along
with space and energy knowledge.
Collaboration learning includes
contributions from a guest speaker
(experience is the best teacher).
Work-based learning is interdisciplinary
and multidisciplinary.
If this education becomes sustainable we
will learn to sustain our lives more wisely
and beautifully as everything in the new
state seems beautiful but we need to
sustain values, culture, skills and improvise
innovative ideas which are difficult but not
impossible. So, with the start of the new
year let's resolve for better things and have
sustainability.

it covers three dimensions of life
environmental, economic and social
sustainability sustainable education
requires a shift towards active
participation and social learning methods
that engage the learner and make a real
difference to their understanding, thinking
and ability to act. There are different
methods or pedagogies to create a
sustainable educational environment such
as *Having reflection with the help of new
approaches, reflex accounts for better
insight and self-betterment, learning
journals and discussion in groups.

Having systemic analysis through the use
of real-world case studies and Critical
incidents (fire safety drills earthquake or
flood situation drills, act on situations like
loss of something or money or marks) not
giving up the life in any situation. To
enhance stimulus activities which will
enhance the interest to make their minds
open to different fields and so that they
can recognise their future career field.
Motivate participatory learning with an
emphasis on group or Peer learning,
developing a dialogue to remove the
shyness and express your opinion
correctly and clearly. 
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TEST IMON IALS

UPCOMING EVENTS

#C4U #Spreading Smiles Miles and Miles #Service with a Smile In
today's living, genuine opportunities are very rare to be found. Even

rarer are the opportunities where one can "Serve genuinely". I
heartily thank Care 4 You team for such a Genuine opportunity, even

as trivial as Cookie Decoration. It was such a pleasure to see the
juvenile kids, enjoy. Truly a rare opportunity and Great Efforts by

Care 4 You team under the leadership of Mrs Payal Sarda Rathi. May
You guys keep succeeding in your mission to keep Spreading Smiles

Miles and Miles.
 

Pratibha Raghu

- I'm glad that i will be working with dynamic group of students and will inspire them continuously to reach
their goals in form of Yoga, Meditation and complete workout on dance fitness ( streaching, warm-up, dance
workout, cooldown, yoga, face yoga, meditation, Pranayam). Looking forword to work with team CARE FOR
YOU ❣ 

Priya Vishal Nagpal

 
Giving back to the society Did voluntary judging for a
singing competition for children of orphanages, of the

entire Pune district So proud to listen to these children
singing so good... SWARSAMPADA MUSIC ACADEMY will be
guiding some of the selected children voluntarily... A great
initiative by the CARE FOR YOU organization Awaiting the

grand finale... Thanks, dear Apurva Kulkarni for this
wonderful opportunity

 
Sampada Walvekar

 
 
 
 
 

Niraj Rana - Designer

Your ability to create opportunities at
work makes you special. You are a
contagious soul that breeds positivity. 
I am fortunate to be a volunteer of Care
For You. The enthusiasm Care For You
bring to me is something that cannot be
taught or developed, your innovative
ways inspire me to be a part of Care For
You. 
Apart from this, all the members of our
team are very cooperative and helpful.
Being a volunteer I always look forward
to my dedication to Care For You.
I feel privileged to be a vital part of Care
For you.
Thank you for giving me such a good
opportunity.
I always wish and pray that Care For You
should reach the new epitome of success
with all of us 

I recently started working with care for you. Working with the
team was a very nice experience. Taking sessions for kids and
spending time with them was a wonderful experience. 
Thank you CFU team for giving me this opportunity.

SMITA BHINGARE

My journey with 'Care For You Foundation' was short but
incredible. I took dance classes for small groups of kids,
especially Girls. They were all so sweet and were very eager to
learn as well.
The importance of physical activity can't be denied and during
these pandemic times, with everyone sitting at home, it became
all the more important to do something physical. Therefore, these
online dance sessions came to the rescue. It was indeed fun!!
The kids and I together had a great time while dancing. With
them, even I got the chance to dance my heart out and relax and
enjoy myself. These sessions will always have a special place in
my heart ❤ 

I will forever remain grateful to Care For You for giving me this
opportunity.✨

MANIKA KHANDELWAL



donors & supporters
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CARE FOR YOU IS 
 INCOMPLETE

WITHOUT YOUR
SUPPORT. 

 
YOUR SUPPORT IS THE

PILLAR OF OUR

FOUNDATION.

 
WE ARE GRATEFUL TO

HAVE YOU WITH US;

WHICH MAKES THE

JOURNEY MORE

INCREDIBLE.

 
 

Aradhya Guruji 
Aadi Shinde 
Adv. Anish Padekar
AK Sivanandan 
Alka Navandar
Amit Zawar
Amol Rathi
Aparna Kondapalli
Aradhya Guruji 
Ashutosh Sushil Sarda
Atul Gupta
Chidvilas Kshirsagar 
Dakshayani Apshankar
Datta Yewale
Devashri Mulay
Dr Ajay Kothari
Dr Vrishali Govitrikar
Jignesh Bhesdadia 
Josshna Nagpal
Manish Kumar
Manish Somani
Manoj Karalgikar
Minal Nikam 
Nisha Narang
Nivedita Sugandhi
Uni klinger AA Jain
L&T Dr. Rishab Firodiya
Tarachand Ramnath Seva Trust 
 Annu Motyani
Mangal Jhaver
Madhu Jhaver
Rishikesh Wagh

Pratiksha Kadam
Preeti Dere
Rushikesh Wagh 
Sandeep Bhadale
Sarika Jain 
Sarita Naik
Sheetal Umrani
Sujeet Malhotra
Suresh wadhwani
Urmila Jadhav
Venkatesh Munuswamy
Shobha Ashok Khatod
Umesh Dodeja
Madhu Jhaver
Chhaya Kabra
Saroj Sarda
Mangal Jhaver
Jaya Gandhi
Mangal Bhandari
Hariprasadji Jhawar
Dr.Prachi Chudiwal
Rupali Tawani
Shital Gandhi
Sangeeta Bhagwat
Lata Bora
Sangita Vanpal
Annu Motyani Makeove
Prachi Chudiwal
Vikram Mutha
Sangita Jaggi
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AWARDS

ZEE  TV  AWARD

CYCLOTHON

ZEE  24TASS  AWARD

APLA  PUNE
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HOW CAN YOU HELP US?
As a seed needs water, sunlight, soil and care
to grow, Care For You needs your constant
support so that it sows seeds of happiness all
over the place. 

You can help us by being our volunteers and
participating in various activities.

You can donate funds to support Care For You
events which include Science and Maths
tuitions, English Modules, Physical activity,
Doodle and Mandala, Dance, Book reading,
Vocabulary classes and more.

You can donate old/ used or new devices like
phones, tablets, laptops and desktops which
will be utilized by the underprivileged to take
online classes and learn.

donation page

Pune Ahmednagar Nashik Mumbai Belgaum

OUR MOTTO 
SPREADING SMILES,  MILES AND MILES

NOW WE ARE IN
 

 
MILES

WHERE CAN YOU FIND US? 
Website link - http://careforu.co.in/

Instagram - https://instagram.com/care_f0r_youutm_medium=copy_link

Youtube - https://youtube.com/channel/UC0gH29zCY0BmDDKVPUieW8A

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/groups/416096901774542/?ref=share

Email - careforyouindia@gmail.com

http://careforu.co.in/
https://instagram.com/care_f0r_youutm_medium=copy_link
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0gH29zCY0BmDDKVPUieW8A
https://www.facebook.com/groups/416096901774542/?ref=share
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